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A graph G with n vertices is said to be embeddable (in its complement) if there is an automorphism 
4 of K, such that E(G)nE(&G))=@. It is known that all trees Twith n (2 2) vertices and T$G K1.._ 1 
are embeddable. We say that G is I-embeddable if, for every edge e, there is an automorphism 4 of 
K, such that E(G)nE(4(G))= {e}; and that it is 2-embeddable if, for every pair e,, ez of edges, there 
is an automorphism #J of K, such that E(G)nE(~(G))={ et, e2}, We prove here that all trees with 
n (2 3) vertices are 1-embeddable; and that all trees T with n (>4) vertices and T$ KI,._ 1 are 2- 
embeddable. In a certain sense, this result is sharp. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a spanning subgraph of K, and let 4 be an automorphism of K,. Then 4 is 
an embedding of G if E(G)nE(d(G))=@ If there is such an embedding, G is said to be 
embeddable in its complement or there is said to be a packing of G into G. We shall 
say, in these circumstances, that G is embeddable. Papers in this general area include 
[l], [2] and [S], and the reference [S] provides an excellent summary of results related 
to packing. It is known that if Tis a tree with n (32) vertices and T$ K,,,_ 1 then Tis 
embeddable. 
If now eEE(G), let us say that 4 is an {e}-embedding of G if E(G)nE($(G))={e). 
Also, if el, e,EE(G), then 4 is an {el, e2}-embedding of G if E(G)nE(&G))={el, e2}. 
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We shall say that a graph is 1-rmheddah/e if, for every edge r, there is an {e)- 
embedding; and that it is 2-emhedduble if, for every pair e,, e2 of edges, there is an 
(elre2)- embedding. We prove here that all trees with II (2 3) vertices are l-embedd- 
able; and that all trees T with n (24) vertices and T$ K1,,_1 are 2-embeddable. 
This work arose from the related definition of k-free, which was introduced, in [3] 
and [7], because of its relevance to the Edge-Reconstruction Conjecture. 
Definition. Suppose that G is a graph with n vertices and that 1 <k < 1 E(G)I. Then G is 
k$ee if, for every subset A of E(G) with 1 A I= 1 E(G)1 -k, there exists an automorphism 
4 of K, such that E(G)nE(4(G))= A. 
By a result of Nash-Williams 16, p. 2241, if a graph is not edge-reconstructible then 
it is k-free, for all even values of k. It is of particular interest to determine those graphs 
that are k-free, for all values of k; other problems and conjectures associated with the 
definition are given in [7]. As far as trees are concerned, the position is as follows. It 
can be shown that the path P,, with y1(34) vertices is k-free, for all values of k. Also, the 
trees that are l-free have been determined: there are (apart from paths) just two of 
them. There are exactly thirteen 2-free trees (see [9]). 
Now consider k at the other end of the range of values. A graph is 1 E(G)I-free if and 
only if it is embeddable. A graph is I E(G) - 1 I-free if and only if it is 1 -embeddable and 
is IE(G)-21-free if and only if it is 2-embeddable. So the results of this paper are 
concerned with trees being (n-2)-free and (n-3)-free. 
The results to be proved then are the following. 
Theorem 1. If T is a tree with n (2 3) vertices then T is 1-emheddahle. 
Theorem 2. !f’ T is a tree with n (2 4) vertices and T$ K l,n_ 1 then T is 2-emheddable. 
In a sense, Theorem 2 is the best possible result. For it is clear that there are many 
trees that are not 3-embeddable (where this means that, for every set A of three edges, 
there exists an automorphism 4 of K, such that E(G)nE(4(G))= A). 
For example, let B(s, t) be the tree (a broom) with 
V(B(s, t)) = ix, U’ I l,..~rws,L’l,...>ytj> 
E(B(~,t))=jXWi(i=l,..., S),~y,,yiyi+l(i=l,... ,t-1)). 
If s > t + 1, I?(.~, t) is not 3-embeddable. 
Let C(s, t) be the tree with 
V(C(s,t))={x,wl’..., ws,y, >..., Y,,Zl,..., z,), 
E(C(S,t))=(XbVi (i=l,..., s),Xyi, (i=l,..., t), yiZi(i=l,...,t)]. 
If s > 3, C(s, t) is not 3-embeddable. 
Indeed, any tree, with n vertices, with a vertex of degree greater than i(n + 2) and all 
other vertices of degree less than 3, is not 3-embeddable. When II = 9 and 10, such trees 
are the only ones that are not 3-embeddable. However, it seems that in general these 
may not be the only examples. When n = 8, there is a tree with two vertices of degree 3, 
distance 3 apart, that is not 3-embeddable. 
In the rest of this section, we sort out some notation, define some terminology and 
introduce a preliminary lemma. 
If H is an induced subgraph of a graph G, then G-H denotes the induced subgraph 
of G with V(G - H) = V(G)\ V(H). But if X s E(G) then G-X denotes the graph with 
V(G - X) = V(G) and E(G- X) = E(G)\X. This usage will only occur with X = {e} and 
X= (el, e2} so there should be no confusion with the preceding usage. If X G V(G) 
then (X) denotes the induced subgraph of G with vertex-set X. 
Definition. Let H be an induced subgraph of a graph G and let K = G- H. Let 
ul,. . . , II, be the vertices of H adjacent to at least one vertex of K. We say that ul,. . . , u, 
are the vertices ofattachment. Also, a permutation g of the vertices of H satisfies the 
attachment condition if {cr(ul), . . . . a(~,)} n{ul, . . . . u,} =@. 
Now, using these definitions, we can re-state a known result as follows. 
Lemma (Lemma 9 of Faudree et al. [4]). Let H he an induced subgraph ofG and let 
K = G - H. If there is an embedding o of H that satisfies the attachment condition and an 
embedding z of K then there is an embedding 4 of G which extends o and x. 
The proof of this is a matter of verifying that, given that CT satisfies the attachment 
condition, the mapping 4, defined by ~(u)=G(u) when UE V(H) and $(u)=z(u) when 
UE V(K), is an embedding. In the same way, we can obtain the following results. 
Lemma 1. Let H be an induced subgraph of G and let K = G-H. 
(i) If eEE(H) and there is an {e)-embedding c of H that satkfies the attachment 
condition and an embedding T of K, then there is an {e}-embedding I$ of G. 
(ii) If el E E(H) and e,EE(K) and there is an {el }-embedding o of H that satisjes the 
attachment condition and an {e,}-embedding z of K, then there is an {e,, e,}-embedding 
4ofG. 
(iii) If e,,e,EE(H) and there is an {e,,e,}-embedding CJ of H that satisfies the 
attachment condition and an embedding z qf K, then there is an {et, e2 $-embedding 4 qf G. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
Let T be a tree with n (3 3) vertices. We have to prove that, for every edge e, there is 
an {e}-embedding of T. We consider Case 1, when e is a pendant edge, and Case 2, 
when e is not a pendant edge. 
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Case 1: Since e is a pendant edge, let e= UV, where v has degree 1. To match 
the notation of Lemma 1, let G = T and let H = ({u, v} ). Then K (= G-H) is a 
forest. 
(i) If K $k K,,,(s), l), there is an embedding r of K. Also, the mapping 0, defined by 
O(U) = u and a(u) = v, is an { e}-embedding of H satisfying the attachment condition. So 
there is an {e}-embedding 4 of T, by Lemma l(i), and +(u)=r(v) #v, 
(ii) If KzK,,, (s>,l), let x be the vertex of K of degree s, and yl,yz,...,y, the 
vertices of K of degree 1. Since u is adjacent to just one vertex of K, there are 
essentially two possibilities. (a) If u is adjacent to X, define 4(v) = x, 4(u) = v, 4(x) = u, 
@(yi)=yi, for all i. (b) If u is adjacent to y, (say), define 4(0)=x, +(u)=u, 4(yi)=v, 
4(x)=Y1 > d(Yi)=Yi, tiZ l). 
Note (for later use) that, in all cases, the {e}-embedding 4 that has been found 
satisfies 4(v) # v. 
Case 2: Now suppose that e is a non-pendant edge. Let e= vlvz. Let COi (i= 1,2) 
be the component of T-(e) that contains Vi. Let Ti =( V(C,,)u{v,}) and 
Tz = ( VC,,)u {vi ) >. 
Suppose first that the forest T- T1 $ K,,, (~2 1). Then Lemma l(i) is applicable 
with G= T and H = T,. There is an embedding r of K (= T- T,). Moreover, from 
Case 1, there is an (e}-embedding cr of H for which o(vz)#vz, so the attachment 
condition is satisfied. Hence T has an {e}-embedding. 
Similarly, T has an {e}-embedding if T- T, $ K,,, (s> 1). 
There remains the case when T- TX = K1,,, (sl 3 1) and T- T, = K1,S2 (s2 3 1). In 
this case, vi is adjacent to just one vertex of T- T2 and v2 is adjacent to just one vertex 
of T- T1. It is convenient to introduce a lemma that deals with the situation we have 
here. 
Lemma 2. Let A be a forest with induced subgraphs A, and AZ, such that 
V(A)= V(A,)u V(A,) and V(A,)n V(A,)=@, where A, E K1,,, (sl >, l), and 
A, = Kl,Sz (s2> l), and let WOE V(A,) and WOE V(A,). Then there is an embedding z of 
A such that ~(w,)#wz and z(w2)#wl. 
For the proof of this lemma, the different cases must be considered. For example, 
suppose that wi is the vertex of Al of degree s1 and that w2 is the vertex of A, of degree 
s2. Let y, be a vertex of Ai of degree 1 and y, a vertex of A2 of degree 1. Then an 
embedding r can be obtained by defining z(wi)=y,, r(w2)=y1, z(yl)=wl, r(yz)=wz 
and z(v)=v otherwise. In the other cases, an embedding can be found just as 
easily. 
Now let H=({ vl, v2}). Take T-H as the forest A of Lemma 2, with Al = T- T, 
and wi the vertex of A, adjacent to vi, and with A2 = T- T1 and w2 the vertex of A2 
adjacent to v2. Use the embedding z of A given by Lemma 2 and define 4 by 
q!~(vi)=v~, 4(v2)=v1 and #(v)=z(v), for VEV(A). This 4 is an {e}-embedding of T. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
All trees arc I-embeddable 251 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
Let T be a tree with n (34) vertices with T$ K1,,_ 1. For every pair e,, e2 of edges, 
we must find an {eI, e2 f-embedding. We consider: 
Case 1: When e, and e2 are not incident and are both pendant edges. 
Case 2: When e, and e2 are not incident and are not both pendant edges. 
Case 3: When eI and e2 are incident and are both pendant edges. 
Case 4: When e, and e2 are incident and are not both pendant edges. 
Case 1: Let el=vlul ande,=v,u,, wheredegv,=degv,=l. Let H=({ul,ul,v2,u2}) 
and let K=T-H. Define a(uI)=uI, ~(ur)=ur, o(v~)=u~, CJ(U~)=U~. Then CJ is an 
{eI, ez}-embedding of H that satisfies the attachment condition. When K is embedd- 
able, that is, when K $ K1,, (s> l), the required result is obtained by Lemma l(iii). 
So suppose that K z K,,, (s 3 1). Let x be the vertex of K of degree s, and yl,. . . , y, 
the vertices of K of degree 1. There are essentially four cases: 
(a) uI and u2 are both adjacent to x, 
(b) u1 is adjacent to .x and u2 is adjacent to y, (say), 
(c) u1 and u1 are both adjacent to y, (say), 
(d) u1 is adjacent to y, and u2 is adjacent to y, (say). 
In each case, it is not difficult to find an {er, ez}-embedding of T. 
Case 2: Suppose that e, is not pendant. Let eI = vlvz. Without loss of generality, we 
can suppose that e2 belongs to the component of T- {el } containing u2. Let C,, be 
the component of T-{e,} containing or and let H=( V(C,,)u{u,}) and K= T-H. 
By Theorem 1 (and the final remark under Case 1 in the proof of Theorem l), H has 
an {er }-embedding g such that G(v~)#v~, so the attachment condition is satisfied; 
also K has an {e,}-embedding by Theorem 1, so the required result follows by 
Lemma 1 (ii). 
Case 3: Suppose that e, = uru and e2 =u2u, where deg v1 =degv, = 1. As 
T$KK,,,-I> we can find vertices a and b such that ua and abEE( Let 
H=({v,,v,,u,a,b}) and K=T-H. Define CJ by a(vr)=a,o(vz)=b, c(u)=v2, 
a(a) = u, a(b) = vl. Then o is an {e,, e2 }-embedding of H. 
We wish to take an embedding z of K and apply Lemma l(iii), but the attachment 
condition does not hold. For a is a vertex of attachment and o(a)=u, which is also 
a vertex of attachment. However it can be seen that the method of the Lemma of 
Faudree et al. can still be applied, provided that 
(*) an embedding r of K can be found such that if w is any vertex of K adjacent 
to a then z(w) is not adjacent to u. 
So let A be the induced subgraph of K generated by the vertices adjacent to a, and 
B the induced subgraph of K generated by the remaining vertices. Notice that 
V(K)= V(A)u V(B) and V(A)n V(B)=@. 
First suppose that A and B are separately embeddable, that is, that there is an 
embedding sA of A and an embedding ss of B. Then the embedding z of K defined by 
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s(w)=z~(w) if wcV(A) and z(w)=z~(w) if WFP’(B) clearly satisfies condition (*) 
above. 
The remaining possibilities will be stated in the form of a lemma. Notice that if 
A~K,,,(s31)thenjustonevertexw,ofAisadjacenttoaandifBrK1,,(s31)then 
at most one vertex wb of B is adjacent to u. From the resutls stated in Lemma 3, it 
should be clear that in each case the resulting embedding r of K satisfies the condition 
( * ) and so Case 3 has been completed. The proof of Lemma 3 is omitted; in each case, 
it is not difficult to find a T as required. 
Finally, note (for later use) that the {ei, e2>- embedding 4 that has been found 
satisfies {4(u,), 4(uz)} n {VI, Go) =O. 
Lemma 3. Let K be a forest with induced subgraphs A and B such that 
V(K)= V(A)u V(B) and V(A)n V(B)=@ 
(i) If A E K l,s (s 3 1) and W,E V(A), and B is embeddable, then there is an embedding 
T of K such that r(w,)~A. 
(ii) If A is embeddable and BE K,,, (s 3 1) and WOE B, then there is an embedding T of 
K such that r(w)#wt,,for all WEA. 
(iii) IfAzK,,,, (sl 3 1) and W,E V(A), and BgK,,,, (s2 3 1) and w~EB, then there is 
an embedding T of K such that z(w,) # wb. 
Case4: Let e,=v,u and ez=r2u. Let CO1 (i=l,2) be the component of T-{e,,e,} 
containing ui, and let T,=( V(C,,)u V(C,,)u{u}). Let C, be the component of 
T-{eI,e,} containing u and let T,=( V(C,)u{vI,v,}). 
We may suppose that T- T1 and T- T, are not empty. For if T- T, is empty then 
e1 and e2 are pendant edges and this has been considered in Case 3. If T- T1 is empty, 
then deg u=2. In that case, remove the vertex u (and the edges e, and ez) from the 
original tree T and introduce an edge e=u1u2, to form a new tree T’. Then T’ has an 
{e)-embedding by Th eorem 1 and clearly this can be used to obtain an {e1,e2}- 
embedding of T. 
(a) First take the case when T, $ K1,, (s> 1). 
(i) Suppose that T- T, is embeddable. Let H = T, and K = T-H. For the tree H, 
eI and e2 are pendant edges so, by Case 3, since H $ K,,, (s> l), H has an {ei, e2}- 
embedding G satisfying, as noted there, {I, cr(u2)} n {ul, u2) =@. So the attachment 
condition holds and Lemma l(iii) can be applied. 
(ii) Suppose that T- T2 is not embeddable. Let A= T- T2; then A= K,,,, (sl 3 1). 
Without loss of generality, suppose that deg u2 = 1 and that u1 is adjacent to one vertex 
of A. Let x be the vertex of A of degree s1 and y,, . . , y,, the vertices of A of degree 1. 
There are two cases: (~1) u1 is adjacent to x, (p) u1 is adjacent to y, (say). We now have 
T1=({u,ul,~2,x,yl,...,yslj). 
First suppose that T- T1 is embeddable. Then Lemma l(iii) can be applied with 
H = T1, provided that an {ei, e2 $- embedding CT of H can be found that satisfies the 
attachment condition. All this requires is that a(u) # U. It is not difficult to find such 
a g in case (a) and in case (p). 
If, however, T- T1 is not embeddable, let B = T- T,; then BE Kr,,, (.s2 3 1). There 
are again two possibilities: either u is adjacent to the vertex of B of degree s2 or u is 
adjacent to a vertex of B of degree 1. In either of these cases, and if either case (a) or 
case (p) occurs, an {er, ez}-embedding of T can be easily constructed. 
(b) The other possibility is that T, z K l,s (s 3 1). Since deg u 3 2, u is the vertex of T, 
of degree s; let y,, . . . , ysm2 be the vertices, other than r~r and u2, adjacent to u. 
Since T-T, is not empty, we can, without loss of generality, take a vertex a of 
T-TT,adjacenttov,.NowletH=((v,,v,,u,a,y,,...,y,_2})andK=T-H.Define 
CJ by: G(u~)=u, a(t’z)=yr, o(u)=v,, a(~)=z;r, o(Y~)=u, O(yi)=yi (i# 1). Then o is an 
{e,, e, }-embedding of H. 
As in Case 3, we want to take an embedding r of K and apply Lemma 1 (iii), but the 
attachment condition does not hold for O. For a is a vertex of attachment and 
cr(u) = ul, is also a vertex of attachment. As in Case 3, an embedding r of K is required 
such that, this time, if w is any vertex of K adjacent to a then z(w) is not adjacent to rr. 
So let A be the induced subgraph of K generated by the vertices adjacent to a and 
B the induced subgraph of K generated by the remaining vertices. The required z is 
found as before ~ in the natural way if A and B are separately embeddable, and by 
using Lemma 3 if not. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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